OAKVILLE SCHOOL OF CLASSICAL BALLET

UNIFORM REQUIREMENTS – PRE-PROFESSIONAL PROGRAM, PROFESSIONAL PROGRAM AND CONSERVATORY PROGRAM

LEVEL TWO - PRE-PROFESSIONAL

**GIRLS**: ABT02 TANK TOP LEOTARD (AQUA)
MOTIONWEAR 2516 (466 MINT), (481 WHITE) - students must have all styles

PINK BALLET TIGHTS, PINK CANVAS BALLET SLIPPERS
BLACK CHARACTER SKIRT AND BLACK CHARACTER SHOES

**BOYS**: WHITE SHORT-SLEEVED LEOTARD, BLACK TIGHTS

WHITE SHORT SOCKS, WHITE BALLET SLIPPERS
CHARACTER SHOES

LEVEL THREE TO SIX – PRE-PROFESSIONAL, PROFESSIONAL, CONSERVATORY A AND B PROGRAMS

**GIRLS**: ABT04 CAPPED SLEEVE LEOTARD (VIOLET)
MONDOR 3503 (PURPLE)
MOTIONWEAR 2516 (474 ULTRAVIOLET)
SKIRTS MAY BE WORN TO MATCH LEOTARD FOR POINTE AND REPERTOIRE

BLACK LONG SLEEVE OR ¾ SLEEVE BLACK CHARACTER SKIRT AND BLACK CHARACTER SHOES

**BOYS**: WHITE SHORT-SLEEVED LEOTARD, BLACK TIGHTS, GREY TIGHTS
WHITE SHORT SOCKS, WHITE BALLET SLIPPERS, BLACK BALLET SLIPPERS, BEIGE BALLET SLIPPERS
CHARACTER SHOES OR BOOTS

UNIFORM IS AVAILABLE AT INSTEP ACTIVEWEAR LOCATED AT 4TH LINE AND SPEERS ROAD

POINTE SHOES, CHARACTER SHOES, CHARACTER BOOTS AVAILABLE – THE SHOE ROOM, TORONTO